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THE MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 

300 Mendham Road Morristown, New Jersey 

President Shepard called to order the 873rd   meeting of the Morris County Park Commission at 
9:30 a.m. on January 9, 2018, at the Cultural Center, 300 Mendham Road, Morristown, New 
Jersey. 

Executive Director Helmer then read the following notice: PURSUANT TO N.J.S.A. 10:4-6 
et seq., adequate notice of this meeting held at 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday, the 9th  day of January, 
2018 has been provided by publication in the Daily Record and The Star-Ledger, by posting 
of said notice in the Administration Building of the Morris County Park Commission, on the 
Morris County Park Commission website, and at the County Courthouse, and by filing a copy of 
the same with the Morris County Clerk. 

ROLL CALL 
The following were present: 

President  Barbara Shepard 
Vice President Stuart Lasser 
Commissioner Anthony Abrantes, Sr.
Commissioner Cass-Schmidt
 Commissioner William Cogger 
Commissioner Richard Seabury, III 

Executive Director David D. Helmer  
Deputy Executive Director Richard Vitale 
Counsel John Suminski 

Commissioner Matthew Tal 

Also in attendance were the following staff: 
Chief of the Park Police DiPietro, Assistant Deputy Director of Cultural & 
Environmental Resources Zafonte, Assistant Director of Historic Sites Laffey, Manager of 
Education and Interpretive Programming Gaus, Assistant Deputy Director/Development 
Lanza, Manager of Engineering Services Hutzelmann, Manager of Building and 
Construction Gara, Manager of Horticulture Inzano, Manager of Park Projects Felter, 
Director of Recreation Facilities Fauci, Director of Parks and Visitor Services Biase, 
Superintendent of Natural Resources Kovacevic, and Recreation Supervisor Robertson, Plant 
Records Curator Cheetham, Assistant Superintendent of Horticultural Education Fahey, 
Recreation Administrative Assistant Guarino, and Recreation Program Specialist Nilson. 

SALUTE TO THE FLAG 
President Shepard led those present in the salute to the flag. 
Executive Director Helmer recognized the reappointments of Commissioner Lasser and 
Commissioner Tal for 5-year terms.

Finance & Budget Committee 
Executive Director Helmer informed the Commission that he had reviewed with 
County Administrator Bonanni the status of the Commission’s 2019 Operating Budget and that 
a gap of  $750,000.00 remained.  He was provided the November 29, 2018 correspondence 
provided to Freeholder Cabana that was reviewed by the Commission.  (Attachment No. 1) 



VISITOR SERVICES AND PARK MAINTENANCE 
Director of Visitor Services and Park Maintenance Biase gave an overview of what the 
Parks and Recreation Services Department did in terms of VIS rentals for 2018.  This covers the 
Reservations Department, which is in charge of indoor rentals - weddings, wedding ceremonies, 
wedding photos and general purpose parks; outdoor reservations -picnic shelters, tents, picnic 
areas, the show mobile, group camping area at Lewis Morris Park and day camp use by the 
YMCA, both at Lewis Morris and Schooley’s Mountain County Park. 

The Recreation Department is in charge of all the athletics: our inline rinks, disc golf, soccer, 
volleyball, softball, artificial fields, Mahlon Dickinson Reservation tent sites and all programs at 
Sunrise Lake.  For 2018 indoor rentals, the Cultural Center had 40 firm rentals and 68 internal 
rentals. An internal rental is any reservation made by the Park Commission itself for our own 
use.    There were 32 rentals at the Casino, 70 at the Lodge and 7 at Schooley’s Mountain. So 
total indoor rentals for 2018 were 149 exterior rentals and 83 internal reservations. 

Commissioner Cass-Schmidt asked Director Biase if she knew if this number was on par for 
the average. Director Biase responded that it’s about average. Recreation Supervisor Murphy has 
been working in terms of weddings. Chris Knox used to just go out during working hours, 
however, while Carolyn Murphy is working on trying to take some weekend days back. So far 
80% of the rentals are based on going out to meet people on a weekend versus making them 
go in on a weekday. Hopefully those numbers will go up next year.   

At Bamboo Brook there was one outside rental, which was a wedding, and 8 internal rentals.  
The Frelinghuysen Arboretum had 3 rentals, of which 2 were weddings, and Willowwood 
Arboretum had 6 rentals, which were all weddings.  There were eight ceremonies with photos 
at Bamboo Brook; Frelinghuysen Arboretum had 19, and Willowwood Arboretum had 31.  Total 
events: tents were 10, internal were 18, ceremonies with photos included 66 rentals of which 48 
were internal.  The 66 number doesn’t include the 48 internal; those are separate. 

Commissioner  Seabury stated that at Bamboo Brook a few years ago he went there and we were 
going to put a tent in the parking lot that was close to the road; there were a lot of plans for 
having events there that obviously were revenue-producing and he sees that we got eight.  He 
asked what happened; he knows we never had the tent. 

Director Biase stated that we never had the tent. People bring their own. Putting it on the tennis 
court got to be problematic when it would rain. Four or five years ago there was a really big 
rainstorm and the wedding couldn’t happen. There was a really big mud puddle and it did some 
damage. 

Most people prefer to go to Willowwood Arboretum. However, we do have an area close to the 
building at Bamboo Brook that is a nice flat area that we offer to brides at Bamboo Brook. 



Commissioner Seabury inquired if we spent a large amount of money on this area.  Executive 
Director Helmer stated that we didn’t spend any money related specifically to the tent; it was part 
of the garden restoration. 

Executive Director Helmer stated he feels Recreation Supervisor Murphy will be able to be a little 
more hands-on and we’ll talk about different pricing strategies. We dropped the price at 
Frelinghuysen Arboretum in the tent area significantly to get some business and word of mouth 
going, but the problem is that, as nice as the Bamboo Brook location is, and while they like to go 
there for pictures, Willowwood Arboretum has some presence with the stone barn in the 
background.   

Commissioner Seabury felt that it’s important, though, that we look at the dollars we’ve spent on 
these versus the revenue coming in. They can’t be totally cross-matched, but with our budget 
situation it becomes very important to wring it out if we can. 

President Shepard asked Director Biase if we advertise in bridal magazines or at showcases. 
Director Biase stated that we haven’t in the past because we were at maximum capacity; we sell 
all the weddings that we can have at those facilities.  Supervisory Murphy wants to work with the 
marketing department to create a packet that goes out to anybody interested. She can send them a 
packet via PDF with pictures, ideas and numbers – a whole marketing piece - so that when people 
are interested they can actually see what we have to offer. It’s hard now to go out and see what we 
can offer you for a wedding. We did at one point go onto a wedding website and I took those 
requests coming in. Those websites are tough because brides are just clicking on info for this, this, 
this and this, and we were spending more time replying to those emails and getting nothing back 
from them. So we need to find better a market to hit in terms of selling more weddings. 

President Shepard also suggested sharing our information with florists, photographers, and 
wedding planners.  Director Biase felt that when Carolyn Murphy and Lois Wnek work together 
they can make that packet and then push that out. 

Commissioner Cogger asked if we have any official photographers or caterers in the parks that 
we push people toward or require that they use.  Director Biase stated that at the moment we 
don’t have official ones. If they are asking about a caterer, we do try to let them know we have a 
list of approved caterers that have already gone through our insurance process. 

Willowwood Arboretum generally uses the same caterer and the same tent people. They have a 
market on Willowwood Arboretum, but they sell our property as well. So does Redwoods in 
Chester; he actually sells our facilities for weddings. He’ll cater them and then say call the Park 
Commission - they can help with a tent company that we have a relationship with. So we do have 
vendors that we have a relationship with out there selling our property for us. 

Executive Director Helmer stated that we did look years ago at having a preferred caterers list, and 
one of the issues was pricing structure. We need pricing from an affordability perspective.   

Commissioner Cogger feels that what we are doing now seems to be working. 



Executive Director Helmer stated that he thinks Redwoods also recommends the Lodge at 
Schooley’s Mountain County Park; they have a connection there as well for the inside rentals. So 
word of mouth seems to happen. We haven’t found that just yet at Frelinghuysen Arboretum. We’d 
hoped our Matilda’s Café vendor would have done that. We don’t have a vendor there any more 
at this point in time.   At one time we had a relationship with the Blue Moral restaurant at the 
Governor Morris, similar to what we had in the Chester’s.  You’ll also see that one of the 
resolutions tonight is to hire a videographer to do a number of podcasts. That’s an initiative that 
Manager of Marketing Director Wnek has been planning to do for almost three years. Wedding 
sites will be some of those snippets that will either be on our website or will be out there for people 
to use.  

Supervisor Murphy will be working with the wedding folks to see if we can get video snippets of 
their weddings so you can really see how an event is in place, because unless you’ve seen 
Willowwood Arboretum set up, it can be hard to visualize. There is the tent and the flat grassy 
area, then a trailer tent that takes you to the barn flat grassy area, which then takes you to the barn 
and the caterer to the left.  

Commissioner Cogger inquired whether we put signage up at the facilities to let people know they 
are available for weddings.  Executive Director Helmer stated that they are just the directories. 
There is not that big marketing push. That’s what Manager Wnek and Supervisor Murphy will be 
working on. 

Director Biase stated that at our outdoor picnic areas we had 623 shelter rentals, 145 picnic areas, 
28 play areas and 91 tent area rentals for a total of 887 rentals and 350 internal rentals. She 
considers those our fertilization dates or hunt dates; whether we use it for Camp Sunrise Lake, 
there are a bunch of different things that fall into those internal reservations for our picnic areas. 

Commissioner Seabury asked whether there was any dollar revenue indirectly associated with the 
internal rentals.  Director Biase stated that it is just the Park Commission using the property.  If 
we had the County of Morris doing something, they are not considered an internal reservation and 
their fee is discounted.  It is calculated differently in the system.   

Director Biase informed the Commission that last year we only had seven rentals in the Show 
Mobile.  In the past we’ve had as many as 15, so that’s declining. Jefferson Days uses it for the 
Saint Patrick’s Day parade, and Dover uses it. In the past we’ve had a few out-of-county rentals, 
but those have declined because people are buying their own units. We used to have the only show 
mobile in town, but other municipalities are purchasing their own.  

Group camping area at Lewis Morris Park.  There were a total of 44 rentals there, for which we 
got a lot of positive feedback after we renovated the area last year. The renovations were good and 
we raised the fees for 2019 for the first time in years at that facility. 

Executive Director Helmer stated that this site had a nice donation; it was a nice grant, and from 
REI as well to provide for the ADA Accessibility to the Area. 



The YMCA used Hedden Park at Concord Road and they used Schooley’s Mountain Park for a 
total of 90 rental days through the season and 14 internal; again, those are fertilization days.  So 
the total for the Reservation Department is 1,253 rentals with 534 internal rentals. This will change 
a little coming into 2019 with our new rain policy whereas, if you have a shelter, you stay with 
your shelter, which will open up some shelter dates if there is rain. 

Vice President Lasser wondered with regard to all of these rentals whether we know how effective 
we are relative to the capacity that we have handle.   

Director Biase stated that she will be able to figure that out and run a few reports.  She also stated 
that she and some of the other departments have been working on the Fee Schedule and the 
percentage off, as we have the non-resident corporate rate as our main rate with everything else 
being discounted off of that.  That will help so that when we decide to change fees we can adjust 
discounts.   

Vice President Lasser wondered whether it even pays to keep the show mobile since it has only 
been used seven times. 

Director Biase stated that it doesn’t really cost us anything to keep it. It’s just stored randomly -
sometimes here at the Cultural Center or at Hedden County Park. The only question is when the 
Show Mobile lives out its course, should we replace it?  Right now it is paid for, so it doesn’t cost 
anything to maintain.  We have a generator for it and we use the generator for other things as well, 
so it’s not solely for the Show Mobile. 

Director Biase stated that of these 1,253 rentals, 1,246 are considered facility rentals and seven are 
considered rental items. 

Our inline rinks are reserved 73 times through the year. They are more just general use – people 
go there at lunch time to skate, play hockey and pickup hockey.  We haven’t been able to make 
ice this year because we haven’t had enough cold days, which I think maintenance is happy about.  
Disc golf course – we had three rentals at the disc golf course for tournaments.   The grass soccer 
fields at Loantaka Brook Reservation and Old Troy have been booked 90 times. 

Volleyball – we have our sand courts at Central Park and we have a grass court that is located up 
at Sugarloaf. Our total rentals for volleyball are 264 rentals with only one internal. We don’t see 
as many internal reservations on the recreation side. We try to sell as much as possible.  

Recreation softball fields – each field broken is down with the number that it’s rented. There is a 
total of 961 days rented for softball use, with 256 internal rentals. Again, those are fertilization 
days; we had to close it for a special event.   

Artificial turf fields – these are one of the biggest areas that we rent. There were 1,691 rentals for 
all of the artificial turf, with seven internal rentals, from when we had maintenance done on the 
field this year. 



Commissioner Seabury asked Executive Director Helmer about the artificial turf up past Boonton 
Township and in that area. Executive Director Helmer mentioned profitability, and Commissioner 
Seabury wondered what is the differential or difference between grass soccer fields and the 
artificial turf fields.  

Executive Director Helmer asked Director Biase to give him a comparison of the Old Troy rate 
and the turf rate, excluding the maintenance and the time that the grass fields get impacted. 
Director Biase responded that the turf rental rate for a resident is $60.00; grass is $38.00. 

There are two grass fields located in recreation complexes, so you have to balance a large group 
using the Old Troy shelter that wants to use the field. We would take those rentals over the athletic 
component first because that’s the primary use of those fields. Loantaka Brook Reservation – same 
thing; we probably have those fields booked more for walkathons and activities that happen so we 
don’t have too many people in one place at one time. I think the complex-driven recreation 
complex works really well at Central Park. It helps staff be at one location as opposed to having, 
for example, one crew with three different fields here at this park, and at the softball field at Central 
Park, maintenance-wise.  

We had issues on our softball field in the past with regard to the maintenance of the grass lip. 
Sometimes when you groom that field you push that clay underneath the grass lip. We just bring 
in a contractor that does the major maintenance twice a year on the turf field and staff is also 
trained to use the groomer.  

Executive Director Helmer stated that the artificial rate doubles or quadruples the grass rate. 
Director Biase stated that the reason is that it guarantees them play that day. Our field systems 
aren’t irrigated and, unfortunately, with the Safe Playing Fields Act, our use of chemicals to keep 
the clover out of the field and all of those things goes away and are reduced from an artificial turf 
perspective. 

We try to encourage people more towards the Central Park complex to have the activity there. 
With family pickup games and reunion games; you know all of our softball fields; three out of 
how many of them are official size?  With many of our fields, the right field side is 150 feet deep 
and the left side is 250 feet deep.  The softball programs love them; they get to use them. I would 
tell you if we had the ability there would be four more fields up at Central Park if you had the right 
parking and the right activity. We turn people away until 11 o’clock at night on some nights during 
the year. 

Commissioner Cogger asked if we did an analysis against the investment of the artificial turf versus 
our rentals.  

Executive Director Helmer stated that at this time we haven’t done that yet but, but that over the 
first four years the fields were in the ground we set aside $100,000 for field replacement over 
operation expenses.  It would be easy to do an analysis.  When we pitched it originally to the 
Freeholder Board, we did an analysis of maintenance of artificial to grass.  We did a very thorough 
analysis of the annual operational costs annually. 



RV rentals at Mahlon Dickerson Reservation - we had 751 RV rentals, 296 tent rentals and 90 
Adirondack rentals for a total of 1,137 rentals, totaling 4,045 days.  In our system, our rental items 
can follow how many days that item was used. Facilities are a little different. Just so you are aware, 
it’s also 103 rentals up from last year, plus this year we introduced online reservations so people 
can now go onto our website and book Mahlon Dickerson versus having to wait until someone is 
in the office.  

Commissioner Seabury asked what percentage it is filled to capacity in the prime months – May 
through October. 

Director Biase stated that we are pretty much filled to capacity. On weekends we are booked; there 
is no space anywhere. Tent sites have gone down a little bit from the past, but they are still right 
up there, as are the Adirondack rentals.  If you wanted to invest I would put some more RV sites 
somewhere.   

Commissioner Seabury asked if there was room to put them.  Director Biase stated that Preston 
seemed to think past site 19 you would possibly be able to get one back there, but it is pretty rocky. 

Executive Director Helmer stated for the newer Commissioners that this campground is not like 
you would see typically; there is no pool, there are no volleyball courts, and there are no 
recreational amenities. There is a restroom and a dump station; but people enjoy it because of the 
peace and quiet, so it’s not the type of facility you’d see down in Wildwood where people take 
their RVs and go camping.  It’s natural; to naturally go hiking. 

Director Biase has been working with Preston and with Manager Gara. They have drawn up a plan 
to bring it up a notch but without spending a lot of money. Some part of it is getting really run 
down, so we are going to try to bring that back up. 

Vice President Lasser asked what the capacity was. 

Director Biase stated that there are 18 RV sites and that we have four Adirondack shelters and 
eight tent sites. 

Vice President Lasser asked what we charge for a RV site per day.  Director Biase stated that the 
rate for an RV is $2 per day. She believes tents are $15.00 and Adirondacks are $15.00. 
Director Biase stated that last year was the first time in three years that they bumped the fees up.  

Vice President Lasser inquired as to where in the area people would rent other than our area.   
Director Biase stated that there was an area in Cozy Lake. When Cozy Lake is booked people tend 
to come to Mahlon Dickerson.  Once they hit their 14 days with us they can go back to Cozy Lake.     
There is also a facility over by Walmart above Flanders where he believes they have more 
amenities. That’s where we are shallow - with our amenities, so that’s why our rates stay a little 
lower than all the rest of the family centers.  

Commissioner Seabury asked if it would be possible for our maintenance workers to fit a few more 
spaces in.  



 Executive Director Helmer stated that the biggest problem would be installing the electric service 
and that would be the cost driver.  Building a new complex with X-number more spaces would be 
the way to do it; not just pushing 3 to 5 new spaces in there.  It could take years to pay back the 
electric investment.  Part of this location’s appeal is that it is quiet and if you start to over use, and 
if you have too many people there, you may push people away. 

Sunrise Lake Beach Club. These are just our rental areas for the beach club.  Areas 1, 2 and 3 – 
that’s where we put our day camps that come in to visit the site on weekdays. So there we had 47 
rentals; 28 were internal. Those fall in whether or not we had birthday parties, whether or not our 
camp is using it, those types of things.  So Sunrise Lake itself goes through VSI, so for beach 
access for 2018, we had 7,905 adults, 43 seniors, and 3,701 children that were just regular visits 
to the facility. Then, included in that, we had picnics; so if they had a picnic in the park, when they 
came down to the lake they had a discounted rate. With that we had just under 200 people, so we 
had a total of 13,483 people visit Sunrise Lake this year. 

So you take that based on the number of days that were open and, even with the bad weather that 
we had, we had an average of 198 people per day.  Our weekends are the busiest.   When Hopatcong 
State Park has to close, people come here. We have had several Sundays where we reached 
capacity and we’ve had to close the gates.  There are times that we have had a line waiting of 
people waiting to get in before the staff even shows up. We charge $6.00 per adult for weekdays, 
and $7.00 per adult on the weekends. 

Vice President Lasser asked when was the last time we raised the fee on that; it was two years ago. 
Director Biase felt that we could bump up the cost on weekends but leave weekdays as they are. 

There were 968 boat rentals and 2,674 uses of the Wibit. 

If you compare Reservations vs. Recreation we had a total of 5,524 rentals. We also had campout 
on the beach, which brought in some rentals. We had 108 rentals there.  That is the breakdown for 
the Reservations Department. 

Total rentals of parks for the last three years: the top number, 11,519, that’s all made just in the 
times a staff person has gone in and worked on a rental. So whether it is a cancellation or change 
or whether you are updating something in the park, these are actual touches to facility rentals. It 
actually turns out that taking out the rental items from the facility rentals so that 5,524 number 
for facility rentals actually becomes 4,384 rentals. Then you add to that the 1,144 rentals and 
then we have the 220 activity, which is our day camp. Our day camp this year was 112 
individuals. There were 77 return campers and we had 35 new campers for a total of 175 
campers for this year at day camp at Sunrise Lake. We were at capacity at Sunrise Lake, as well, 
for the day camp.   

Executive Director Helmer then informed the Commission there was a request for a fee waiver 
in the packet from Dawn Inc. The group has utilized Central Park since we’ve constructed it in 
the past. Even though our policy has been to rotate fee waivers, because of the ADA design of 
Central Park and the fact that Dawn Inc. has been one of our long-term partners with various 
activities related to the ADA population, it is staff’s recommendation they receive a fee waiver  



again this year. It’s a low intensity activity; it’s an informative day, so if they promote it right, 
people can come out and find out about their opportunities – if they’ve got children or family 
members that have special needs. 

Commissioner Cass-Schmidt stated that any event that is going on that day is also a low intensity 
event.

Commissioner Cass-Schmidt asked if we have gotten any other related reservations from this day.   

Executive Director Helmer stated that we do have a number of groups that utilize the challenger 
league field for wheelchair-related sporting activities. I don’t know if it’s a direct correlation 
between Dawn, Inc., but it’s a way that, if the users of Dawn, Inc. can come to a site, there are 
long paved paths for them to go on and they can come on the Challenger league field and play. 
Their annual event was at the Haggerty Center over the years and they used to bring in a dance 
floor. It’s an organization that we’ve worked with closely.  It is a Morris County Organization, 
which adds to the information perspective to the Walkathon, which is attended by the general 
public, enabling them to gather more information. 

The Commission unanimously approved the request. 

NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT UNIT 
Superintendent Kovacevic went through some of the notable projects planned for 2019.  
In December we started a contract for removal of ash trees along Patriot’s Path, Fosterfields and 
Frelinghuysen.  Work was started on Patriots’ Path before the holidays and they are now beginning 
the work again. They are estimating about seven more days’ work along Patriots’ Path, and then 
they’ll be moving to Fosterfields.  Work is going pretty well; I think the contractor is doing a good 
job despite some damage that’s been done to Patriots’ Path, but I’m not sure that was avoidable 
with the size of the equipment needed to take down the trees.  Once the contractor pulls out in 
about a week we’ll do an assessment of the damage and determine how much money we’ll be 
looking at to fix that and figure out how that will be handled.  

Just before the holiday we did confirm EAB at the Great Swamp, so that probably is going to be 
the next site at which we start removing trees; we have about 763 trees there and Mennen and 
Historic Speedwell are entirely within one mile of detection. We may now have a detection at 
Central Park, which would mean we have to shift focus to there if we are still using this method to 
determine priorities, and that park has about 580 trees. Eventually, using the system is not going 
to work; as we start finding EAB throughout the county we might have to shift towards prioritizing 
specific areas based on public views to determine which areas are more important for tree removal.  
We will also be finishing installation of educational signs throughout the park system. A lot of 
these signs are up and about, but we are still finalizing that. We will be doing insecticide treatments 
on a number of infected trees, mostly at the horticulture sites, and possibly at a number of historic 
sites.  

The company Arbor Gen has reached out to us in response to our press release of plans to take 
down a lot of trees. They have met with us and are offering to possibly adopt a number of trees for 
insecticide treatment, which would be at no cost to us, which would be great.  We will continue 



cooperating with the USDA biocontrol program. We did do that last year at Lewis Morris Park 
where we released wasps.  I haven’t heard from them this year, but I’m hoping we can do that 
again in additional areas. 

I am working on our prescribed burning program with the forest service to develop burn plans for 
over 400 acres in 11 facilities.  There is a pretty significant expansion of the program, including 
six new facilities, that we have never done any prescribed burning in.   

We’re still in the early stages of this, so we still need to work out coordination with some of the 
site staff to determine if these areas are okay for burning and to work with the forest service to 
figure out how many areas would be burned. Some of them might require police presence on 
roadsides if they are close to roads, so we are still working through all of this, but I’m hopeful that 
we’ll be able to do some additional areas.  Thus far we haven’t done areas like Pyramid Mountain 
or Tourne County Park. The forest service has newly established goals for burning acres 
throughout New Jersey, so we should take advantage of their initiative to burn all these additional 
area. This is all at no cost to us and has many positive effects on the forest. 

Natural Resources are still working with Green Vest, LLC on our repairing mitigation at Passaic 
River County Park. This is a compensatory mitigation project for their client, JCP&L.  Right now 
they are looking to enhance a little under an acre of repairing zone to meet the flood hazard permit 
requirements for JCP&L.  We have been working with them to identify this site as a good candidate 
for this first project.  

We will receive $20,000.00 per acre for our license and conservation easement that will be placed 
on the property. I’m really hopeful that this will lead to additional projects like this. That money 
goes to fund additional stewardship projects throughout the park system, and these are not really 
areas that are being used for anything else.  Right now we are preparing a review package for 
Green Acres.  Green Vest has already done their survey work and they are hoping to start work 
this spring. 

Just before the holiday Superintendent Kovacevic applied for a Routes for Rivers Grant to the 
Watershed Institute. This was for about $12,000.00 to fund and purchase over 1400 native trees 
and shrubs, along with tree shelters to protect them. This would be for restoration of a 1.8 acre 
riparian buffer along the tributary of the north branch of the Whippany River in Central Park of 
Morris County. This is right off the cross-country trail.  Right now it’s very degraded, with invasive 
species. These grants were specifically designed to plant forested buffers along rivers. I think we 
have a really good chance of getting this grant.  I’m hopeful, but we’ll find out later this month. If 
we are successful, we’ll plant the trees with volunteers from the Whippany River Watershed 
Action Committee, who signed a letter of support for the public project. 

This month Green Acres should be announcing the funding cycle for their local government 
stewardship grant. This is an every two year grant that comes up. The first one was back in 2017; 
we did not apply, but I’m hopeful that we can submit a grant application this year to fund the 
restoration of about 10 acres of the meadows at Frelinghuysen Arboretum as well as the stream 
corridor in the back of the property. I don’t know if they are going to change the parameters of it, 
but the first cycle they had was for quite a bit of money, and you had to have a minimum request 



of at least $50,000.00 and provide a 50% match. I think this would be a great project. A lot of the 
meadows at Frelinghuysen Arboretum are degraded with invasive species, which is a major 
problem throughout the property. There is mugwort in many of the meadows, and wild chervil is 
a problem on many of the properties, also. So hopefully we’ll know more about this soon. 

Right now we have an RFP out for a lake management consultant. The current structure of our 
lake and pond maintenance program does have some flaws, so I’m hopeful if we bring in a 
consultant that would redesign how we are handling our lake management. I think some of the 
lakes we have on that contract may be over monitored, and some may not be paid enough attention 
to, like Sunrise Lake.  I think the way we structured the RFPs was for the firms to come up with a 
monitoring proposal for our lakes using a tiered system. The top priority would be our lakes with 
recreational swimming or boating, and the last priority would be lakes that are managed for 
aesthetic purposes and ecological reasons – Ponds like Old Troy, which don’t really get a lot of 
attention, but which should be having some management.   

We will then we have this set up so that they would  provide a rate for assistance with ot her services 
so that we can start implementing some of the management activities that were recommended in 
Princeton Hydro’s 2016 Lake Management Plans; for example, things like stocking with carp, 
possibly floating islands and repairing buffers.   

Vice President Lasser asked if Superintendent Kovacevic had any idea what this 
program comprehensively is going to cost.  Superintendent Kovacevic had no idea what the rates 
would be.  She is hoping it will be under $80,000.00, because when she solicited some 
possible costs she had some estimates of $80,000.00, so she restructured the bid to hopefully 
get that cost down.   

The community forestry program has been going on for a couple of years. We have received 
a Green Communities Grant in 2017 to fund development of our community forestry 
management plan. Originally the plan was due in February 2019. We did have some issues 
with our initial  consulting forester for this project. We had to shift toward a second forester who 
we met with for the first time yesterday, so he’ll be starting on this project next month.  We filed 
for an extension to our work period with DEP, and now we have until November of this year to 
complete our plan. 

Enrollment in this program will allow us to apply for community forestry stewardship grants 
that can fund a number of projects we already have in progress as well as other initiatives, 
including tree inventories, risk tree assessments, insect and disease management projects - 
including EAB, tree removal and reforestation tree planting. We are not eligible to apply for 
that grant program until we have an adopted plan, so hopefully we can get this accomplished 
this year. 

Some additional projects that Natural Resources are working include finalizing and adopting 
our stewardship project for Mahlon Dickerson Reservation. We have been working with 
Audubon on that for a couple of years now. We are still working with Wild Ridge Plants to do 
botanical surveys throughout the park system. This year Loantaka Brook Reservation is up for 
inventory, and we are going to start a monitoring program for spotted lantern fly, which is 
the next insect pest on the radar. 

Superintendent Kovacevic is hoping to update all meadow management plans, which were done 
a few years ago but are due for some updates and revisions.  There are some trail projects 



that they are hoping to finalize and implement; for example, the trail reblazing plan for Lewis 
Morris Park and finishing the ground work at Jonathan’s Woods.     

Commissioner Cass Schmidt asked how we would manage the project with the Audubon.   Executive 
Director Helmer responded that it will come back to the Cultural and Educational 
Committee or a final draft plan.   

Executive Director Helmer stated that we fare extremely well both at the state and county level 
with historic restoration project grants - in the hundreds of thousands of dollars in any given year. 
In the past, the biggest one we ever received was the Restoration of the Gardens at Bamboo Brook. 
It was a three quarters of a million dollar grant to restore those gardens, and he feels that our 
responsibility in stewardship has shown that, and we must get double point scores when they 
review those grant applications.  Assistant Director of Historic Sites.  Assistant Director Laffey 
and her team do a wonderful job putting those together. I think what we are tapping into with Kelly 
as she is reporting here is that a lot of our forest stewardship in natural resources has been relatively 
low cost. Now we’re getting impacted by issues that are uncontrollable and I think Kelly would 
do fairly well with a number of these approaches. I think the commission approving the 
relationship with Green Vest – my hope is it does some wonders for us, because Green Acres 
specifies that the money for any of those for conservation value at $20,000.00 per acre has to come 
back to stewardship projects. So I see that moving in a great direction. The other area in which we 
have done very well is trails, both at both state and federal levels.  Director Chaplick is in Hawaii 
this week, but we’ve got the tap money for the Great Morristown Greenway, we have the NYC&W 
money – we’re talking millions of dollars at that level.   Director Chaplick has been working with 
the Park Alliance and some of the private fundraising opportunities. Also the Park Police receive 
grants for “Click it or Ticket”, the cellphones, and the armored vest grants.   

Vice President Lasser stated that he finds it interesting that every time a presentation is given it 
seems there is a new grant to go after, and it’s amazing how resourceful staff is at finding all of 
those. 

HISTORIC SITES UNIT 
Assistant Director of Historic Sites Laffey stated with 2018 wrapped up, the Historic Sites staff 
started turning their focus to 2019. Although our visitor season doesn’t start until April 1, we 
still have a lot going on right now. So as of January 1, we are reporting both 124 classes for the 
spring across all three sites. 

For Fosterfields we are on track to meet or exceed last year’s bookings, so there is a difference 
between the classes and the number of schools.  Even though we had fewer classes, we actually 
had more schools last year, and as I said, for Fosterfields in particular we are more than 50% at 
capacity for the spring. We had a waiting list in 2018 and we’re still looking for how we could 
accommodate more schools or classes by adjusting how we block everything out. 

Also for 2019 we made some changes with our homeschool programming. We are increasing the 
number by adding a couple of additional classes at both Cooper Mill and Fosterfields, such as 
our Bird is the Word program in March at Fosterfields, where kids are going to learn the 
difference between bird species and those that make their home on the farm.  



Our programming across our sites are a really big component of what we do. In 2018 we 
had launched our next long-range plan, which covers 2018-2022; it was adopted and as part of 
the first round task for 2018 we did a lot of internal evaluation and monitoring attendance, 
expenses, and all those self-evaluations, so 2019 now is going to see a lot of changes we are 
making to our programming side. 

We are discontinuing some of our programming that wasn’t effective and wasn’t working, along 
with making changes to other things.  

In  2019 we will be seeing some new innovative things focused on either under served audiences 
or expanding current reach or even just improving how we manage some of the programs; 
not changing the program itself.  It is more of our background with how we deal with it. 

Fosterfields is going to be launching a 6-week pre-K program called “Little Farm 
Friends”. They’re going to be piloting another new program called “Fostering Connections”, 
which is a series for people with memory loss. The local Alzheimer’s association has offered to 
come in later this month to do some training for our staff, specifically in how to deal with people 
with memory loss and their caregivers, to develop this program. 

Speedwell has a really well-established master craft series, and that’s going to be expanded 
to Fosterfields starting with a cheese making class in June. We’re building on the success of 
our paranormal series and we are going to be expanding an investigation at the mill and 
adding a couple of how-to lecture series. We are also in development with specific Girl Scouts 
programming with both of those sites. In the last five years we’ve really just been doing ‘tour 
on your own’ where groups will come in and tour the site, but now it’s going to be specific 
programming for Girls Scouts so they can meet elements of their badge program. Mill staff are 
also working on a heritage green program, new art classes and testing out a lecture series. At 
Speedwell, staff will be commemorating the 200th anniversary of the S.S. Savannah, which is the 
first steam ship to cross the Atlantic. Most of this ship’s engine parts were manufactured at the 
Vail Iron Works, so there’s going to be at least a home-school program. I believe they’re also 
working on a public program for the fall regarding the anniversary. 

We have started a Friday craft series for kids. It’s an after school program. And then a multi-
media interactive program called Speedwell Goes, which focuses on the food, fashion and 
culture during Stephen Vail’s lifetime.  These are just a few of the sampling from the calendar.  

Generally, an average of 150-200 different programs occur across these three sites each year, so 
we kind of take things off, put things back on, rotate them through, maybe have the same 
program but rotate the topic.  

We already started camp registration for 2019.   We have two new programs. Last year we 
started a Fosterfields Farm-only camp week.   This year it’s a critters and crawlers and homemade 
history, which are the two farm-only camps,  

For the all-three site program, we are going to offer an apprentice camp.  



Also starting at Fosterfields this year we’ll be launching specific birthday party packages. We do 
get rentals of our picnic shelter for people to host their own birthday party and then they just tour 
on their own; this year there will be specific activities where they include a room rental and then 
a choice of a program led by an educator, one of which is going to be making your own ice cream. 

In 2019 we are going to see the launch of a cell phone app, which is something we’ve been talking 
about for a while. Mark Sutherland and Lois Wnek are going to be working together on this 
initiative. They’re meeting in a couple of weeks with Cuseum, which is the vendor for this. Right 
now they are working on the submission schedule for the content so everything can be developed.   

After a lot of discussion over this past year and a lot of evaluating of what we are doing, we are 
going to be making big changes for special events. A Winter Day on the Farm is coming up in less 
than a month on February 3; this kicks off our visitor season.  Added to the calendar this year at 
the end of March is New Jersey Maker’s Day, and both Historical Speedwell and Cooper Mill will 
be participating in this special event. It’s a STEM-based, statewide initiative, and we’re on the list 
for these places. Mark Sutherland is working with Lois Wnek to be promoting that event. 

Next is our Irish program in April. We are actually moving it to Fosterfields. For many years this 
has been held at Cooper Mill. Although it’s a great program and we have a great turnout, moving 
the sheep and staff over there is just not working, so we’re bringing it over to Fosterfields. In its 
place the Mill staff are going to be developing a Chester Railroad experience that celebrates all 
things railroad at the Mill.  

Our historic fashion show will be back again, but this time we are moving it to the spring instead 
of fall.  When they did it last it was our Lincoln and Lee civil war fashion, and we actually used 
the Frelinghuysen Arboretum fashion for the program.   

Our civil war reenactors will be back in June at Historic Speedwell, and we are going to be coming 
back with our successful Model T event; we finally have a date as far as I know for this. 

We have our industrial craft day at Cooper Grist Mill, and our biggest event of the year is our 
Fosterfields Harvest Festival.  

For our Veterans Day program in 2018 we offered for the first time a live theatrical performance 
at the Willows. It is really well received, so it will be back again for 2019 using the same theatrical 
group. This group is going to be doing some little vignettes for the Irish program as well.  

And then we wrap up our special events season with Speedwell and their Winter Holiday Program, 
to which we are thinking of making some changes, and we are also looking to make some changes 
in the winter encampment program, as well.   

Turning to our collections, new for 2019 will be a hidden histories exhibit at Historic Speedwell. 
The main bulk of the exhibit is in the visitor center, but then there are tie-ins and elements of the 
exhibit in the Vail House, as well. 



Staff has used a theme to develop certain homeschool programming and public programming. The 
exhibit looks at the process of documenting and preserving and telling stories and asks: Whose 
stories are being told? When are those stories being told? Whose stories are being left out and how 
can we give a voice to those in the stories? 

The exhibit explores the power of selection and how narrow that scope can be. Melody Bump is 
also working on a top ten highlights of the collection; that will be on temporary display at the 
Morris County Library over the summer. Although the list hasn’t been finalized, some of the ideas 
we were throwing out for our top ten include a specific type of photograph taken in 1908 of the 
original front entrance of Willowwood Arboretum. We actually have in the archives the 
applications from Martha Brooks Hutcheson to the American Society of Landscape Architects. 
She was going to apply in 1919, but she ended up not submitting the application. It’s just a 
membership. We also have her original 1934 application from when she became a fellow of the 
society. There is also the elephant ring, which was taken from Berkshire Valley Golf Course, and 
we have a photo of Emma Eames, a very famous opera singer who had a close association to 
Matilda Frelinghuysen.  

Assistant Director of Historic Sites Laffey then briefly explained to the Commission the history 
behind the elephant rings as they related to the brothers of the Ringling Brothers Circus.    

The collections staff will also be finishing up the work on an inventory at Cooper Grist Mill. We’ve 
gotten through most of the items at the visitor center. They are also working on setting up a new 
arrangement for all of the digital scanning that we have been doing for our image collection.  

We have thousands and thousands of images in our collection. With the help of the Allegro School 
students, they have completed the scans of over 7000 items for the Willowwood collection and 
there are another 7000 or so from the Martha Brooks Hutcheson collection; I believe they only 
have one or two more days of scanning them, but the ways they are scanned and sorted are not 
really user-friendly unless you know our numbering system, so we are working to update that.  

If someone were looking for pictures, it’s a lot easier to access instead of going through the 
thumbnails and scrolling through. There will be some kind of organization. We are testing out a 
few options at this point.  

Staff is also working on a project to evaluate and test out strategies to improve the environmental 
locations for whole collections. There is a poster out with specific information on what the 
requirements may be.  Collections managers and registrars have this poster, and I believe it’s given 
out to the school.  Some of the equipment has changed a lot since the poster was produced, but it 
shows the ideal environment for the long term preservation of material based on the type of paper 
items that are different from metal, wood; it all needs different temperature and humidity.  If not 
within those ideals, you shorten the lifespan. In order to maintain something like that, you need to 
have a really involved HVAC system. This involves air conditioning, heating, dehumidification or 
humidification.  



This is a lot of information and what we are looking for is help to crunch those numbers and figure 
out a way for us to be more proactive with the environment. We know there are seasonal changes, 
but at what point do we run into problems? There is a lot to it. We are looking to apply for a 
preservation assistant’s grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. The project will 
entail two consultants from Image Permanence Institute, an organization affiliated with Rochester 
Institute of Technology to visit Fosterfields, Frelinghuysen Arboretum and Cooper Mill and other 
sites as time allows to review our current environmental monitoring program, make 
recommendations for the short and long term, but also to test out what the recommendations are 
over the course of the year. It might be putting in a dehumidifier in this space, testing it out over 
the next two months, and then seeing if that worked and make the changes we want to see, and if 
that doesn’t do it, trying something else.  

IPI is looking to create new standards for buildings that don’t have the ideal HVAC systems. 
Because that’s what the majority of the field is – historical houses or historical societies that don’t 
have all these HVAC systems in place or the ideal conditions. So with this they are looking to 
review presentations at conferences, write articles, and it really would be a partnership for us.   

Changes to grant guidelines – this year, the amount you can request has been raised from $6,000.00 
to $10,000.00. For anything beyond $10,000.00 the organization applying would need to cover 
those costs. The quote that we received from IPI really just covers their travel. They are staying 
on site for just their site visits. They’re actually going to be donating all of their time to prepare 
the reports and a lot of their offsite work, so the quote was for $12,490.00. The Park commission’s 
part would be the $2,490.00. The grant application is due at the end of this month and over the 
summer we will be notified if we received the grant. I don’t know how the government shutdown 
is going to affect this. Hopefully, they’ll have some more information soon with what’s going to 
happen. 

Executive Director Helmer stated that there is a resolution in your packet today to support that 
grant application. 

Since 2001 Historic Sites has been receiving roughly between $65,000.00 and $72,000.00 each 
year from NJ Historical Commission general operating support grant. Their fiscal year starts July 
1 and runs June 30, so it’s different time frame from us. It used to be you had to apply every year 
and then they changed it to applying every two years and about 5 years ago they changed it to 
every three years because they were redoing their grant guidelines.  This year it will be due in 
April - our next grant application for the next three year cycle that would start as July 1, 2019.  

We are actually on schedule for finishing up Phase 1 Rehabilitation of the Estes House.   

Looking forward to 2019 we are looking to apply for construction documents to the Morris County 
Historic Preservation Trust Fund. We’ve been very successful with that grant. There will be a grant 
workshop meeting later this month.  That grant covers up to 80% of costs, and I don’t know what 
the costs would be yet; I have to find out some more information about the grant guidelines. 

The grant is due in March. Grant notification for Morris County comes over the summer, with 
grant agreements and contracts in September.  The planning documents for that would probably 



start in October. With the Morris County Historic Preservation Trust, we actually have the ability 
to apply for more than one grant. It is going to depend on some of the information I get at the grant 
workshop. One of the thoughts that we talked about is the Cooper Grist Mill.    

Assistant Director Laffey then explained the projects at the Willows.  The NJ Historic Trust has 
not released their grant guidelines even though they were going to do it in December; it has not 
been released yet. It should be happening any day now at this point. I am looking for it since it is 
a construction grant and I would like to apply. That is not due until very early May, based on last 
years’ time frame, so this could be for the arches and porches at the Willows. The Maintenance 
crew has done a wonderful job on the porches and arches and have stabilized all of them.  This 
grant does require us to prequalify contractors. Unlike any of the other grants, as soon as I apply 
in May, literally the next day, we can start the project knowing that some of those costs could be 
reimbursed. We can start the prequalification over next summer or this summer. I have to figure 
out where we need to be with the actual bids related to the grant. That’s actually a 50/50 match. 
As Executive Director Helmer mentioned the $750,000.00 with Bamboo Brook’s garden 
restoration, we actually got a huge grant from them for the farm – the main barn at Fosterfields. 
That program actually stopped in 2012. Their max award now is $500,000.00, where it used to be 
$750,000.00.    

Vice President Lasser inquired if there was anything done with the rare book collection. 

Assistant Director Laffey responded that staff is working in there now, actually. One of the things 
for the environment in that IPI project is to look at the rare books and that’s why Frelinghuysen is 
in that space. We know we’ve had some issues with the environment over the last couple of years 
and that’s what we’re trying to work on.  Melanie Bump had applied for a tapes assessment. It’s a 
state grant where consultants or conservators come in and do a preservation plan for different 
spaces based on paper documents or books. I have to follow up with her to see where we are with 
that. One of the things we are looking at for the rare book collection is figuring out the environment 
at this point and what other recommendations from these consultants we should be doing. We’ve 
completed a huge inventory in 2018.  

We have a lot more management over them, and we’re looking to do more programming. I know 
Melanie Bump has been working on a program. Leslie Parness is working on something for the 
Friends of Frelinghuysen for February which Melanie is helping out with. Vice President Lasser 
felt that maybe we should prioritize this; do something with it or find another home for it or 
something. 

Assistant Director Laffey stated that part of it is with the environment. We’re doing a big cleaning 
at this point. We are 2/3 of the way through, but it’s really about dealing with the environment at 
this point.  The IPI project will really impact us and that’s one of the reasons we are including that. 
That space has heat and we had a dehumidifier that we are looking to replace at this point. We 
don’t have air conditioning in that space, so we monitor it. We have two data loggers in that space 
that take readings every half hour, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.   It’s just trying to figure out 
where we’re going. 



Commissioner Seabury inquired as to whether we have a docent who can present those books and 
programs.  

Assistant Director Laffey replied that there is a docent who would be able to present the rare books 
and that Melanie Bump is always available, and that’s how we’ve been doing it about access.  

Commissioner Cogger inquired how many volumes we have. 

 Assistant Director Laffey responded that there are three parts – circulating, semi and rare. Rare 
is just under 500.  Commissioner Cogger stated that he doesn’t know why we don’t just buy 
some environmental cabinets and just put them in. That’s not a huge collection of books. 

Assistant Director Laffey feels it is a little bit more involved because the space we had looked into is 
one of the things we were looking at with the preservation plan, because it’s the space and 
the weight of those cabinets and we’re trying to figure out the balance between everything. 
Commissioner Cogger feels that it doesn’t matter where you put them as long as 
you stabilize them, and then you can figure out if and where you want to move 
them,  but         if  they                       are         being        degraded in their current environment, you need to stabilize 
them. Your other alternative is to reach out to the Park Service or the Morris County 
Library.  The Park Services has a vault. 

Assistant Director Laffey stated that the Park Service was having a similar problem in their vault. 

Even looking to 2019, there is a program for the Friends of the Frelinghuysen Arboretum 
that Leslie Parness is doing for them. Then there are other programs that Melanie Bump was 
going to be working on, such as other cooking programs, and there have always been 
programs that the Horticulture staff are working with our staff to get access with the books.  

Commissioner Cogger asked if the basement in the mansion would be a possible place to store the 
books.  Executive Director Helmer stated that the basement is very porous.  

Commissioner Cogger stated that if you could buy an environmental cabinet 
that keeps the humidity and temperature constant and it’s sealed, it doesn’t really matter 
where it is as long as the unit is sealed.    

Executive Director Helmer did reiterate that his original idea for the Mansion space was to use the 
second floor as a mini museum, and each room would have its own exhibit of a park facility along 
with its history. But now we are looking at the Mansion more as a private rental space. Executive 
Director Helmer stated that we also want to make sure that wherever we put the books that 
there is enough security. Where they are located now they are protected by a double 
alarm system.    

Assistant Director Laffey said that they have been working on finding a space for them and 
they are trying to go forward with it. 

HORTICULTURAL EDUCATION UNIT 
Superintendent Fahey said that they are very excited because we’ve had a lot of changes in the last 
year and a half.  This year we are planning on doing an Arbor Day program, since we have 
never done one.  We are planning on having a free tree giveaway. We are getting the trees from the  



New Jersey Tree Recovery Campaign, so it will be of no cost to us, and we are required to 
give five trees to each family that comes to the program.  

We will have a tree scavenger hunt. The scavenger hunts at the Arboretum are a great success. 
Gwen Montgomery does a beautiful job making the scavenger hunts on the weekends; we can sell 
up to 10 and they are ten dollars each. Basically, it takes very little staff time. We give them the 
scavenger hunt information; people go out, take pictures of the things they find in the gardens, 
they come back and get a prize. We are planning on doing a specific one for Arbor Day. We will 
have tree tours, and our volunteers will give the tours. We’ll have a self-guided tour of the large 
trees at the Arboretum. There will also be crafts for kids. It will be a family event, which will be 
held on April 28. 

Fairy Day has been a really big event at the Arboretum, so I think the first year there were about 
30 families, then 50, and now it is up to 75 families. This year we are going to have 100 slots open.  
We charge $30.00 per family. 

New for this year is the Japanese Summer Garden Festival at Willowwood Arboretum.  It’s really 
in the planning stages, but we plan to have tours of the woodland walk, flower arranging 
demonstrations and much more.   We’re also going to tie it into Ben Blackburn to make it a tribute 
to him. Again, we are just in the planning stages, but we are planning this for mid-July. 

Executive Director Helmer stated that Ben Blackburn was the adopted son of the Tubbs Brothers, 
who started the Willowwood Arboretum.  The Arboretum was run by Rutgers University, then it 
went to the Park Commission. Ben Blackburn had a long history in plant exploration. He was a 
professor at Drew University, etc. 

They are planning on moving the Butterfly Bonanza, which has been at Pyramid Mountain, to the 
Frelinghuysen Arboretum. Superintendent Fahey plans on working with Manager Gaus and 
Douglas Vorolieff.  We will have more parking and it has been very successful. We are hoping to 
be even more successful.  We are planning on September 15 as the date. 

Horticulture Therapy was started about one year ago by Gwen Montgomery and myself. This year 
we are going to add more classes.  Right now we have seven groups coming.  The Robert Eichmann 
Center started out with one group coming, and now we have three groups coming from there and 
we haven’t even advertised the program yet.  

We charge $10.00 per person for the Horticultural Therapy program, and every month we have a 
different craft.  There are some groups for whom $10.00 per person is too much; they cannot afford 
it. If such a group wants to come we will have a special scavenger hunt for them. That way a whole 
group can come and it’s $10.00.  We want to include them as much as we can.  

The other great program we had was the intern program. Usually one or two students come in 
spring and fall. Two to four students can come in the summertime, and they are the ones planting 
the garden and harvesting. These students come from Morristown High School, and so far we’ve 



had different disabilities. We have had one boy with Muscular Dystrophy and a couple of children 
who have been coming recently are children with autism. We are teaching them vocational skills. 

We have one boy who, when he first came, couldn’t even focus. He would be talking about the 
movies and random things that were on his mind, and now he’s focused on his work and he can 
talk about plants.  That’s really been a great success. 

Reservations - We are making reservations at all four of our horticulture sites now. The only 
reservations we are not going to be doing is the tent, and that will  stay with the Reservation  
Department. We think this will increase our ability to reserve the sites for photographs and 
ceremonies because they will be more hands on. Jed, our preservation person, will be able to go 
out, show them the garden, and answer their questions in person, and so we are hoping to be able 
to increase there. 

Last: we started a theater program in the Branching Out Garden for our kids’ programs. We start 
at Sprouts, ages 2-4. When I started we barely had one class. We now have two classes of sprouts 
running, one in the morning and one in the afternoon. Then we have Garden Vines, who are 4-5 
years old.   They come with their parents and they do a little bit of gardening. Then, from 5 years 
old up until 8th grade, we have Branching Out. We are able to move the kids along and then, after 
8th grade, they become our volunteers in the program. 

In 2018 our volunteers did over 5000 hours of service. We include them in everything now. They 
are in our homeschool program, they are in Sprouts, and they are making flower arrangements 
for the building.  We now have flower arrangements throughout the whole year, so we look open 
in January. The winter flower arrangements are made from evergreens. They last two weeks in 
the winter season.  It’s just something to keep the building alive. In season flowering 
arrangements are done twice a week.  

Our tour guides are amazing. Last year we rewrote all of our tours for the three sites, trained over 
45 volunteers, and we now have the Sunday tours. The first Sunday is the Frelinghuysen 
Arboretum, the second Sunday is Willowwood, and the third Sunday is Bamboo Brook.   
Bamboo Brook is a little slow on the tours, but I just think we have to get the word out a little 
more.  We are still working on getting more people to come on those tours. Commissioner Cass-
Schmidt asked what type of training volunteers get. 

I’ve put together a book. I rewrote the tours, put pictures, and then met with them and went over 
all the historic information. I had Assistant Director of Historic Sites Laffey look over the historic 
facts to make sure we had everything right, and then we met with the volunteers. 

We took them on a tour. We had them go to each other’s tours so they can learn the site.   I think 
they are really in good shape. Last year was our first year, so this year they are a little more 
experienced.   We are using them and also some of them had been doing tours at Frelinghuysen 
already, so we took their input to improve.  When we meet with them in April, if we have to make 
any changes, we can.    



 Art in the Arboretum –There have always been artists displaying their art work and they can sell 
it. We reserve a few months; two of the months it will be reserved for someone to come in and 
lecture in the art gallery.  One of the months we save for a high school photo contest. One of our 
educators has sent out to high schools students to send in their photographs when we have a contest.  
We are going to hang their pictures in the gallery for the first, second and third prize winner. 

Last year the gallery was full, so the pictures were just hung in the classrooms. The pictures were 
so amazing that we do want to have them out for the public. This is a great way to get high school 
kids involved. We really want to try to increase that.  

We had scarecrows in the garden this year. W we have a scavenger hunt where people can go and 
walk through the gardens and find all the scarecrows.  We also had a program where families can 
come and build a scarecrow at the Arboretum. 

Expressions of Nature: we do this in September.  Artists come, they pay for their spot and then 
they can sell their artwork. The first year I think we had five and we are up to 13 people for the 
second year. It has been a big success.  This year, whoever was in Expressions of Nature now has 
their work hanging in the gallery for January.  

Flower arranging. We had a frame scavenger hunt last year.  We put frames out in the gardens; 
people could come and find them and when they took a picture, it looked like a piece of art because 
they had the frame and then what they found in the frame. We are going to expand this and have 
high school students come and paint the frames. So that will be new this year. 

Art in the Arboretum is our once a month program for kids 8 to 12 years old. They are taught 
watercolor and clay with a nature-based theme.   Kathryn Allison is our program specialist; she is 
taking over for Cynthia Triolo.   

The workshops through the spring that she will be doing include a make-and-take herb garden, 
spring garden, butterfly workshop in May, vegetable container garden workshop in May and, of 
course, a seasonal perennial garden.  This is exciting because for a lot of these programs we had 
to have someone come in and do it, whereas she’s able to do the programs. So I think this will be 
really exciting. 

Commissioner Cass-Schmidt asked where she worked prior to coming to the Park Commission.  
Anne stated that she worked at a garden center in North Jersey. The garden center had programs 
that she ran.   

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION UNIT 
Manager Gaus gave an overview-of what is  upcoming in 2019 for the Environmental Education 
unit, their  revenue has gotten up to $59,000, $3000 more than the year before.  

The Environemntal Education Unit is adding a new program that  staff designed called “Theater 
of the Woods”. With this we are bringing in a different type of child. It’s about nature. They 
are still going to do hikes and things outside, but it’s theater camp, so they are going to write 
and present an original work, and parents will come on the last day to see it.   



Another thing is that we are adding  a camp  the last week of summer.  We’ve never done the 
absolute last week before Labor Day, but we keep looking for ways to expand, and that’s a time 
of year when parents are desperate. If you’ve ever taken your vacation, you have that last week 
before school begins and you are desperate for a camp and there are no camps anywhere. So we 
just sent out the brochure to our previous campers at the beginning of January and we already have 
five kids signed up. The age group is 8-12, so we’re really excited about that. We also just did 
some more research; we took time to look at other education sites and what they were doing for 
camps similar to ours. 

We want to increase the number of places that we are going, particularly in our Wild Explorers 
Camp, which is for 11 to 14-year-olds – they’ll go someplace new every day. We will want to add 
some new places to go – some new parks, and we go canoeing in Mahlon Dickerson one day, so 
it’s going all over the place and we are expanding to some more off-site trips. 

Scouts: We work very closely with the two New Jersey Girl Scout councils, which makes our lives 
very easy. We tell them the programs that we want to do and we ask them “What do YOU want 
us to do? Between those two things we come up with a very full calendar full for the year every 
year. They do all the registration, they collect all the money, and we just get paid.   It works out 
very well for us.  

Every year the Girl Scouts of Northern New Jersey are looking for new programs.  We have added 
three programs – Outdoor Artmaker, Get Hiking and Wild about Pets.  We added a nighttime 
adventure hike and apple cidering, which we were already doing for the Girl Scouts of Northern 
New Jersey, but we have added this to the Central New Jersey group.  Every year I try to convince 
the Heart of New Jersey to do a few more programs with us; that’s a very important source of 
revenue for us. That’s probably our third largest revenue that we get after schools and summer 
camp.  We are always adding new programs.  

We are out all seasons of the year. One of the things M a n a g e r  G a u s  wanted to point 
out is we are doing snowshoeing for families. We always rent snowshoes at Pyramid Mountain, 
and we also have an email list. If you want to go on a snowshoe trip, we will email you as soon 
as conditions are right.  We have Snowshoe Sundays, but now we are going to try to do 
something with families, like getting kids onto snowshoes as soon as conditions are right, so 
then we can take advantage of that and we go out right away.  

We have some education programs, such as “The Truth about Ticks”, which we are putting 
out there to get information out to the public about ticks. We have the new longhorn tick, 
which is something people are curious about; they want to know what their risk might be with 
that, so we are doing a program as a community service to try to get some more 
information out there. However, all of these are different types of programs that we are adding 
for families, and some just for kids.  

Our biggest audience is kids and families. We do some programs for adults, but not as 
many, because we just don’t see as much return on those as we’d like, particularly for seniors.  



One of the clever ideas one of my staff has come up with is trying to take things that are in popular 
culture right now, like Minecraft and Pokémon.  Minecraft is a video game very popular with kids, 
and Pokémon is a card game in which they collect cards. She is making cards up in terms of nature. 
So for Pokémon, they are designing their own Pokémon cards of animals, with information about 
their strengths and weakness on the cards, and the kids are leaving with their own set of cards. 
With Minecraft, because you actually mine for resources in the game, she is talking about the 
resources available in the swamps. You build buildings and habitats in cubes. She had them make 
cubes of the different resources of the Great Swamp; it was really quite clever.  

There is always a lot of interesting stuff that goes on and they come up with new ideas. Butterfly 
Bonanza is being moved to the Frelinghuysen Arboretum – obviously, more parking is a big thing 
– but to be honest, there are more butterflies.  At Pyramid Mountain, when we hold it in June, if
we see a butterfly we are pretty excited about it. Having worked at the Arboretum the last couple
of years, they have a lot more butterflies. We are moving it back to September, because that was
the date that was available, since June wasn’t available. We are hoping to add new aspects of it
because we are getting a new staff involved, and we want to bring some more environmental
education over to the Arboretum, so we are excited about that.

We do have the Great Swamp Area Partners, which was started by the National Wildlife Refuge. 
They approached us because we have three environmental centers in the Great Swamp. It’s kind 
of an amazing density of environmental education going on there, and they felt we should all be 
supporting each other.  We meet once every couple of months to talk about all the initiatives that 
we have going on. We support each other’s initiatives and we created a two-sided flyer that shows 
a map of the Great Swamp Area. There’s also a little summary of what each site does with all our 
contact information, which is great, because we have people going to the Great Swamp all the time 
and they often want to go to the Raptor Trust or Refuge, so they ask how to get there and what is 
there to do? We are supporting them and they are supporting us, and that’s a benefit to us. 

HORTICULTURAL MAINTENANCE UNIT 
Introduced was Zinnia Cheetham, who started in 2017 as the plant records coordinator and 
presented our Plant Record Keeping Program.  

Last spring we got a new plant database where we store all of our information and records on all 
of the plants in the arboretums as well as the Kay Center.  

She found some places haven’t been inventoried since 2011, so we are just trying to get the new 
database up and running and to make other changes that will enable us to do projects.  

Our database is called Iris PG. It is really a top of the line organized system. There is an 
identifying number for the plant, which is also in Latin.  You are able to see the history of the 
plant – every time it was planted and inspected. Now we are adding in maintenance activities – 
every time it was fertilized - and these are the types of things that will be recorded there with 
dates.  

We had someone come out to measure champion trees, and I logged the date that they were there, 
what sizes were measured, the condition of the plant, and all of that is stored in here. Now that we 
have this new software, we have also increased the capability of what is stored in there.   



We are now adding new data, including a lot more detail on benches and giving them identifying 
numbers. We’ve got a lot of plaques that the docent at Frelinghuysen Arboretum was able to gather 
information about for us and it will enable us to generate these really detailed reports that go into 
Excel format.  

The benefits are that it is so efficient; it is so easy to compile data, sort through it and synthesize 
it.   We  now  have information  not only  on  every  trail  in all  of  the parks, but we also have 
information on the waterways. I put on waders and mapped it myself, and all of the garden bed 
outlines in order to be able to define exactly where plants are in the gardens. This also eliminated 
disputes among gardeners about which areas they are assigned to maintain.  Now they have the 
exact boundaries. It also makes it really clear so you can see which area is. Each color is actually 
a different garden area and may be comprised of several beds, which are usually divided by the 
trails. Those are the black lines that you see all over.  

Plant Records Coordinator Cheetham prepared a report for the Willowwood Foundation and they 
said the lilacs in Highland Park are really beautiful. How does a guest know where Highland 
Park is? So I’d love to be able to have all of these beautiful trails that we’ve mapped and put all 
of that effort in, all of the areas that we’ve so clearly defined, making that accessible for them. 
People do want to go on our trails and they do want to go explore the areas and learn about 
them. It’s getting people out of the core area and enjoying the whole property, because it’s 
really phenomenal and beautiful. One of the ways that we’re doing this - which is, again, 
important to do because all of this hinges on the new technology that we brought in last year – 
are with these the two GPS units.    

They give an abbreviated version of the database. You put on this device and walk through the 
gardens, get satellites to get exact GPS coordinates. I’m also able to update data and search through 
records, make task lists. 

I have pretty much everything I need at my fingertips. Before that we would print out huge 
stacks of paper  and have to  manually  write  everything on there.  That  was pretty tedious going 
to the office and having to type that up. Now you just plug it into your computer and all of your 
data is automatically uploaded. So it’s been a real wonder for me and I love being able to pull 
up those points. 

We got over 1200 plants mapped at Willowwood. We made Willowwood our priority site and 
we were able to do an incredible amount of mapping. We went garden to garden, focusing on 
woody species. About half of that was with the help of an intern, so I’m really hopeful that we 
can get another intern this year for a full-time six month position and be able to get a significant 
amount more done.  

Our memorial project is a multiple tier project. The first part of it was benches. We started 
combing through old records to get a list of what we thought was out there and then going 
through just walking to try to find them, and then we took photos that way we have the 
information on the actual plaques and of their location. I put all of that into the database, 
gave everything an identifying number and made little copper tags, which my department 
makes, with all of that information, including placement.  A lot of times we bring our 
benches in for the winter for protection and longevity. So this is a good way to keep all that 
straight and always know where things are supposed to go. If things were moved, it made it a lot 

more complicated when guests 



more complicated when guests would come in. “Last year my grandfather’s bench was here, 
and this year it’s over here”, so we are really trying to keep that very consistent for everyone.  

Again, focusing on the big picture, we are doing a lot of field data collection, a lot of digging 
through old records and then we are trying to engage the staff, help them maintain things, develop 
tours.  One of the last things we want to do is to make it very guest-friendly. With our new software 
package, Iris PG, they were able to build us a website where guests can come in, see exactly what’s 
on the maps, all the records and plants, history and information. I’ve often talked to guests when 
they are at the parks and they are interested in growing these things in their own gardens. We’ve 
had students come in as part of classes and they are interested in learning about the plants. It is  a 
really great opportunity now that we have our system set up for it to eventually get there once 
we’ve gone through and done all this field data collection and are running smoothly. We are also 
optimistic about using it for maintenance activities. Some of the gardens have a system where 
people are able to submit things through the computer, make maintenance worklists through there, 
and generate reports for people to use.   It always helps when they know where to find things and 
what needs to be done, and just make things a bit more efficient.  

Manager of Horticulture Inzano presented an overview of the 2019 projects the Horticulture 
Maintenance Division. 

At the Frelinghuysen Arboretum we want to do a red pine removal project.  There are two large 
stands of red pines, one being the northeast section. Both of these stands of pines have been in 
steady decline, mainly from a disease called diplopia tip blight. Another factor is that these trees 
are original to the property, but specifically in this area behind the tent the red pines are a potential 
hazard because of the activity that’s there. There’s a walking trail – the orange trail goes around 
there; there’s parking located near the tent; the tent itself as well as the fence line. This is damage 
that occurred a few weeks ago from one of the dead pines. In 2019 we are looking to have these 
removed and also start to design a new evergreen screen planting for that area. 

In 2018, Zinnia and I went out to both of the stands of trees to inventory them and take their 
GPH, and we have over 220 red pines that are scheduled to be removed. As I’ve said, the new 
evergreen screen planting will be designed in the spring and hopefully installed in the fall. 
Another project that hinges off the red pine there in the top left is the Maxwell Azalea trail 
reclamation project, which is something we started in 2018. The trail was put in in 1972 , but 
it hasn’t been well kept. It’s just a nice loop off one of our main paths – the yellow 
path – at Frelinghuysen. So in 2018 we cleared and rerouted the trail with the help of corporate 
volunteers, and we also installed 40 new native azaleas.  Once those red pines are down 
we plan on installing more native azaleas to that area, and still more installations of rhodis and 
some natives.  

A similar project is the rhododendron reclamation project. This loop is located off the red trail at 
the bottom right. Very similar to the Maxwell trail, it was cleared and rerouted in 2018. We 
installed 15 new rhododendrons with the help of corporate volunteers. Different from the azalea 
trail is that this area is scheduled to have some really large ash trees removed from the area, 
which is good and bad. We hate to lose trees, but it also gives us an opportunity to plant more 
things, because more sunlight is coming in through the canopy. So once those ash trees are 
removed, which should be in the next few months, come springtime we are looking to add some 
more native rhododendrons and start on that.  



Another project ongoing at Frelinghuysen Arboretum is what we’ve come to call the Norway 
maple oak garden. Some of you may remember the really large Norway maples located right in 
front of Matilda’s Café, to the left of the waterways deck. Both the trunk and limbs had major 
structural defects, including decay cavities, wood rot, and fungus; they also had a raccoon living 
inside it. Over the years we did install tree support cables and braces, but they all started to fail as 
the health of the tree started to decline. So those were removed in 2018 based on a tree risk 
assessment that we had done by Bartlett Tree Experts. It posed too many risks to people and 
places to keep up, so last year we put together a design to install in that area.  In 2019 we need to 
make some additional changes to the plant material there; mainly, some of the tree selections. 
We are planning on having a majority of the installation completed by an outside contractor and 
we are projected to have the installation complete by 2019. 

Pertaining to the Willowwood Arboretum, some of you may remember the plans we developed 
in 2017 for the entry experience. We had designed a new entry, gates, new pillars, new fencing, 
we had drainage improvements that go all the way along that really long drive, a new overflow 
parking area, new orientation spaces around the stone and shingle barn, as well as improvements to 
the tent and directly in front of the stone barn. In 2019 we looked at finalizing the design aspects; 
especially the entry gates. We’d like to take quotes for the first phase of construction. I’ve been 
doing some consulting and I think we are going to start around the stone barn and the shingle 
and work our way out of the property towards the entrance. 

Tubbs House Conservatory restoration is a project that we’d like to get rolling in 2019. Rain and 
cold air gets in; therefore, in 2019 we hope to start work with a historic architect to decide 
whether or not restoration at this point is even a possibility or if we have to move to designing and 
installing a completely new conservatory. 

Another small project at Willowwood to be established is a memorial fund that was started in 
2018 for Jason Andres, who was a former board member of the Willowwood Foundation. His 
wife donated money in his memory to start a lily collection. Not only was Jason a board member 
of the foundation, but he was a neighbor. If you took the private drive up, he lived right across 
the street there. There is an area that that we call Holloway Glade – I’ll show you a map of 
where his memorial bench is located. It’s an area that he, his wife and his daughter liked to 
spend time in. Lilies were his favorite plant, so we are looking to have a really nice collection in 
a natural setting of native lilies. So this is just an area two inches on the left of the area where 
the glade is, and if you look at the map on the right, that really long red line that cuts across is 
the private drive and then you can see Section 2, it’s about the rounded section at the top of #2. 
So, again, just a really nice feature. We don’t have a lily collection currently at Willowwood, 
and it’s a really nice way to memorialize someone who was really important to the Arboretum. 

Moving to Bamboo Brook, tennis court and orchard renovation is another project we are just 
starting to get the ball rolling hopefully in 2019.  



BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION UNIT 
Manager Gara went through some of the larger projects that we have forecasted for 2019.  Part of 
this transformation for the Mansion is to be using it as a rental facility – something we haven’t 
been able to utilize - and it’s one of our largest buildings. The building is going to be going out to 
bid for the most part. There’s a lot of structural work; there’s a two hour fire separation that has to 
be certified; however, there are some small aspects. Joining doors at our historic doors and the 
inclusion of an ADA restroom. We are going to start probably in February, with our Building and 
Construction crew taking care of both of those aspects.  There’s a large amount of structural work 
that has to be done in the basement. Just to give you an idea of why this work is important to what 
we have existing there is the mansion has been used for smaller programs – fashion shows, 
different types of things like that – for quite some time now, but when you look at what the existing 
use allowed you to do, if you could look at the actual numbers per floor, I’m basing that basically 
off of our first floor. If we were to take our first floor and we were to use it for any use, we could 
put 180 people in there. In our existing use, using the whole floor for B use was only 45, so now 
this really limits us if we want to use it for weddings or anything of this type. That’s why the 
project costs so much, because separating the uses to attain this requires 100 pounds per square 
foot, compared to 50 pounds per square foot, but I think it’s important that if we’re going to make 
a change of use and make an investment, that we do it the right way and then rent it out once I’m 
done with it. Now, with everything comes a bit of a cost. We have about $232,000.00 and the 
architect has also agreed upon as the total cost. $125,000.00 is just to separate the A use from the 
B use.  

It’s a historic building; you can’t just double up sheet rock; we’d have to use special materials. For 
the last couple of months I have really focused on the outside of the mansion, which has had a 
couple of coats of paint through the years, but there hasn’t been a lot of upkeep done to the  
Connolly and Hickey later this month. They will have final plans and setup for this, as well as 
preliminary costs of what we are looking at. We’ve done a couple options as we’ve gone through, 
but this is another project. It’s a large project and we’re hoping to go out to bid this spring and, 
based on what we bring back to you cost-wise, we are going to have to do a couple of alternatives 
in what we are thinking. Once of the biggest issues we have is that if we truly do make this another 
assembly use, which is going to allow us to actually have weddings instead of an open air structure, 
then we have to provide that. We have the space in there to do it, but we don’t have water. This is 
a big major issue.   

Manager Gara stated that the bulkhead at Lee’s Marina is basically a rubble wall that was stacked 
up with minimal mortar and then a slurry cap was put on top. What has happened is that now the 
wall has started to shift. As you can see, it’s kind of hard to explain, but if you can imagine 
following this line, you can see what has happened here to the whole section of wall. We started 
making kind of a forward-looking plan on how we were going to handle the situation, and as you 
can see that picture on the right is now with the draw-down, you can see it exposed the bottom 
where there is not even really a footing for this wall. This wall is kind of hanging out there in the 
middle of nowhere and as we go further down you can see the wall is simply falling down. At this 
point I got together with Manager of Engineering Hutzelmann and we got a consultant and they 
did some borings out there. We did a couple of tests, and they came back for a design for a gravity 
wall and sheet pile wall – that would be driven sheet that will create a little bit of a permitting 
issue as well, but both of those were anywhere from $450,000.00 to 500,000.00. 



Manager Gara looked for another alternative. I reported it as a Park Development Committee about 
Ready Rock Wall.  In the short time frame that we had before the lake started filling we tried to 
get something involved with that. We got some engineering documents on Paul Mason and based 
the price on it for 305 feet of wall. It was basically about $325,000.00; still out of our range.  With 
that point in mind we knew we had to do something. We came to an alternative that I think is going 
to be a viable alternative for now, and it may want to stay this way. We are going to have to look 
at the bigger picture going forward, but basically we are taking the wall back. We dug behind the 
wall and we are pulling the rubble back in the wall and we’re going to take this section and make 
it a rip-rap wall going all the way down in line with the light poles. Then we’re going to put a 
sectioned floating dock in front of it for that 260 foot length to make up our basic spots that we’re 
losing here. Last year we lost all these spots. We basically couldn’t rent anything down here. So 
that’s what we are looking at as our project right now. The Building and Construction  crew is 
up there doing it, and once the rip-rap gets in then we have to start figuring out how we’re going 
to go about this for our docking space. 

Commissioner Seabury asked about the runoff from the paved parking lot. You’re not catching 
that water in a catch basin and piping it in; it’s running right off to the rip-rap and in so it’s spread 
along the length, is that what you’ve done?  Manager Gara responded that right now there isn’t 
anything out there as it is, and it’s just gone out and gone back and forth from the wall. I found 
this issue when we had a complaint from a gentleman who had a boat up there.  

Commissioner Seabury asked if he went up on the hill where the town has water coming out and 
there is a cinderblock catch basin. He thinks there’s some surface and then it runs down.  
Manager Gara feels that the town needs to have a catch basin on top. They choose not to do that, 
so all we can do is build up our curb to try to create a barrier. But when these rains come like we’ve 
had this year – we don’t get rain anymore, we get monsoons – the water gets so high it goes right 
over the curb and now it’s just coming down and we see the drainage going through our hillside. 

As in the previous two years we are going to continue a couple of things. With regard to picnic 
shelter renovation and replacement, we’ve replaced a couple of our picnic shelters. At the same 
time, our crew has been going around and saving whatever we can, repairing wood, and then 
painting them all with the brown stain. That’s been a fresh look throughout the park system. It’s 
been utilized now in our directories and kiosks as well, and we’re getting a lot of good feedback. 
I believe yesterday they finished the last Patriot Path signs. So the Patriot Path  signs at  the
trailheads are going all the way through.   

Manager Gara then gave an overview on the HVAC inventory and replacement along with the 
status of a roof inventory.   

ENGINEERING 
Manager of Engineering Hutzelmann reported on what the Engineering Department will be doing 
this year.  Engineering will be continuing with Asset Management Project that will include many 
different types of infrastructure.  He then went into detail about the wastewater septic systems, and 
the locations associated with the restrooms.    



Dam Projects 
We always have dam projects to do. We have annual inspections; those come up on 2 to 4 year 
cycles. This year we’re going to have four of them; two of our class twos and two of our class 
threes. The picture you see there is Hedden Pond. That’s going to need what’s called a Hazard 
Classification.   

Bridge Inventory Projects 
We are going to start doing a bridge inventory. We would like to inventory all vehicular and 
pedestrian bridges in the Park system, including culverts, and assess the condition of each 
structure. There is a need to prioritize maintenance, repair and replacement of structure.  We don’t 
know how many bridges we have; some are small bridges over a bog, but others are significant 
structures. I’m certain most of them haven’t been rated or assessed.  We have an RQ going out this 
week and are hoping to get a structural engineer who can do bridges and quantify and qualify them 
for us. 

Parking 
We are looking into adding additional parking at Central Park. The building at top was part of the 
Greystone facility.  That is a potential location I think would alleviate a lot of parking problems.  
I think it could support 50-60 spots. It would require some small improvements if we keep it gravel; 
if it’s paved, it will require additional improvements – drainage, subbase.  It depends on how often 
it will be used.  The cross-country events really jam up the park; people park anywhere and 
everywhere, so if we can alleviate some of that, it would be good.  In the middle is Central Avenue, 
a 50 foot parkway. That area can provide a lot of additional parking – 100-120 spots. That area 
may not be under our purview yet, so we may need to think about how we will do that. We need 
to look at drainage and pedestrian crossings and see what the impact would be to the hockey rinks 
and the turf fields.  Also, the dog park doesn’t have much parking for the amount of usage it gets, 
so we should think about upgrading that lot to add a few spots – 10-12 spots.   

Executive Director Helmer stated that, as a follow up to the Engineering Department’s report,  
what we are doing now is trying to do preventative planning as opposed to responding to things; 
the only areas from a funding respective for anything discussed today really relates to dams. 

REPORT OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Executive Director Helmer informed the Committee that in their packet was the year-end report 
for Managed Acres and Miles of Trails.  The Commission is responsible for the stewardship of 
20,143-acres and 214.56 miles of recreational trails.  (Attachment No. 2) 

The packet also included the Committee meeting assignments and meeting dates/times for 2019 
along with Liaison assignments.  

He also reported that the Nature Conservancy and the New Jersey Conservation Foundation have 
provided their proposed 2019 public programming schedule which is part of their lease obligations. 



EXECUTIVE SESSION 

President Shepard asked for a motion to adopt Resolution No. 01-19 placing the Commission 
meeting into Executive Session pursuant to provisions of N.J.S.A. 10:4-12 (5, (6, (7 and (8, 
the pertinent provisions of the “Open Public Meetings Act.” (Attachment No. 3) 

Commissioner Cass-Schmidt made the motion to go into Executive Session, which was seconded 
by Commissioner  Tal and unanimously adopted by a roll call vote. 

PERSONNEL & SAFETY COMMITTEE 
Executive Director Helmer provided an update to the matter regarding the NJ Colonials 
Youth Hockey Association noting he received correspondence from the group's President on 
January 2, 2019. 

CONSIDERATION OF EXECUTIVE SESSION 
The Commission meeting returned to an open public meeting on the motion of Commissioner 
Cass-Schmidt and seconded by Commissioner Tal and unanimously approved by voice vote.  The 
items discussed in closed session will be printed as part of the minutes. 

CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTIONS 
President Barbara Shepard asked for a motion to adopt Resolution No. 2-19 (Attachment No. 4 
which includes Resolution No. 3-19 through Resolution No. 22-19 (Attachment No. 5 thru No. 
11).   Commissioner Cogger made the motion, which was seconded by Commissioner Abrantes          
and unanimously approved by roll call vote. 

ADJOURNMENT 
There being no further business, President Shepard adjourned the meeting at 1:45p.m. on the 
motion of Commissioner Cogger and was seconded by Commissioner Cass-Schmidt and 
unanimously approved by voice vote. 

Respectfully  submitted, 

 
 David  D.  Helmer  
Executive  Director 

 

Katherine Petro  
Office Manager  
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MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO.   01-19 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the Morris County Park Commission on this 8th day of January 2019, 
that: 

1. Prior to the conclusion of this regular meeting of the Morris County Park
Commission, which regular meeting has been opened to the public, the Morris
County Park Commission shall meet in Executive Session, from which the public
shall be excluded, to discuss personnel matters, land acquisition, and report of
counsel, as permitted pursuant to N.J.S.A. 10:4-12 (5), (6), (7), and (8), the
pertinent provisions of the “Open Public Meetings Act.”

2. The time when the matters discussed pursuant to paragraph #1 hereof can be
disclosed to the public is as soon as practicable after the final resolution of the
aforesaid matters.

January 8, 2019 MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 

Barbara Shepard 
President 

                                                , I, David D. Helmer, Executive Director of the Morris County Park 
Commission, do hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by 
the Morris County Park Commission at a meeting held on January 8, 2019 at the Park Commission 
offices, 300 Mendham Road, Morristown, New Jersey. 

Attachment No.

[ORIGINAL SIGNATURE ON FILE]
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MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO. 02-19 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the Morris County Park Commission on this 8th day of January 2019, that 
the following resolutions be adopted in the form attached: 

Resolution Nos. 

Resolution No. 03-19 through Resolution No.  09-19 

January 8, 2019 MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 

Barbara Shepard 
President 

                                                , I, David D. Helmer, Executive Director of the Morris County Park 
Commission, do hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by 
the Morris County Park Commission at a meeting held on January 8, 2019 at the Park Commission 
offices, 300 Mendham Road, Morristown, New Jersey. 

Attachment No. 4

[ORIGINAL SIGNATURE ON FILE]



MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO. 03-19 

WHEREAS, the Morris County Park Commission is required to comply with N.J.S.A. 10:4-6 et seq. the Open 
Public Meetings Act, NOW THEREFORE 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the Morris County Park Commission on this 8th day of January 2019, as follows: 

1. During the coming year, the regular meetings of the Morris County Park Commission shall be held at 7:30
p.m. prevailing time on the fourth Monday of each month, except in the months of May, August and
December, unless otherwise designated herein.  There shall be no regularly scheduled meeting in August,
and the December 2019 meeting will begin at 6:00 p.m.  Workshop meetings are convened quarterly at 9:30
a.m. on the second Tuesday of the month.  The established meeting dates are as follows: January 28, 2019,
February 25, 2019, March 25, 2019 April 9, 2019 (Workshop), April 22, 2019, May 20, 2019,  June 24, 2019,
July 9, 2019 (Workshop), July 22, 2019, September 23, 2019, October 8, 2019 (Workshop), October 28,
2019, November 25, 2019, December 16, 2019 and January 14, 2020 (Workshop), and January 27, 2020.

2. All said, regular and special meetings at which formal action may be taken will take place at the Morris
County Park Commission Headquarters, at the Park Commission offices, 300 Mendham Road, Morris
Township, New Jersey, unless otherwise advertised pursuant to the provisions of N.J.S.A. 10:4-6 et seq.

3. At any of the above-scheduled meetings where an agenda is to be used, said agenda shall be furnished to all
persons in attendance at the meeting.

4. All persons are invited to attend all of the meetings here before set forth.

5. The Morris County Park Commission may convene an Executive Session during conference, regular, or
special meetings, as allowed by the Open Public Meetings Act, from which Executive Session the public
shall be excluded.

6. The Executive Director is directed to prominently post and maintain posted throughout the year upon the
bulletin board in the Morris County Park Commission Administration Building at the Park Commission
offices, 300 Mendham Road, Morris Township, New Jersey.   In addition, the Executive Director is
directed to mail forthwith a certified copy of this Resolution for publication in the designated official
newspapers as follows:

A. Daily Record
B. The Star-Ledger

7. This Resolution is being adopted in order to comply with N.J.S.A. 10:4-6 et seq., the “Open Public
Meetings Act.”

8. This Resolution shall take effect immediately.

January 8, 2019 MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 

Barbara Shepard 
President 

        , I, David D. Helmer, Executive Director of the Morris County Park Commission, do 
hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by the Morris County Park 
Commission at a meeting held on January 8, 2019, at the Park Commission offices, 300 Mendham Road, 
Morristown, New Jersey. 
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MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO.  04-19 

WHEREAS, 40A:4-19 Local Budget Law provides that where any contracts, commitments or 
payments are to be made prior to the final adoption of the 2019 Budget, temporary appropriations 
be made for the purpose and amounts required in the manner and time therein provided; and 

WHEREAS, the date of this resolution is within the first thirty days of 2019, and 

WHEREAS, the total appropriations in the 2018 Budget were $31,046,238.00, and 

WHEREAS, twenty-six and twenty-five hundredths of one percent (26.25%) of the total  
appropriations in the 2018 Budget is $8,149,637.48, NOW THEREFORE 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the Morris County Park Commission that the following temporary 
appropriations be made and that a certified copy of this resolution be transmitted to the County 
Budget Director and the Treasurer for this record, and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the foregoing appropriations shall be inserted in the annual 
budget for the year 2019 as required by law. 

January 8, 2019 MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 

Barbara Shepard 
President 

                                                , I, David D. Helmer, Executive Director of the Morris County Park 
Commission, do hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by 
the Morris County Park Commission at a meeting held on January 8, 2018, at the Park Commission 
offices, 300 Mendham Road, Morristown, New Jersey. 
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MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO. 05-19 

WHEREAS, it is advisable and in the public interest to apply for a Preservation Assistance Grant provided 
by the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH); for the purpose of engaging the services of a 
qualified museum consultant to prepare an environmental assessment plan to manage buildings containing 
collections in structures with limited or no HVAC systems, located at multiple sites across the Morris 
County Park Commission, and   

WHEREAS, Image Permanence Institute of Rochester, New York has submitted a proposal to create an 
Environmental Assessment Plan for selected buildings located at The Frelinghuysen Arboretum, 
Fosterfields Living Historical Farm, and the Cooper Gristmill for a fee of  $12,490.00, and 

WHEREAS, the partnership between the Image Permanence Institute and the Morris County Park 
Commission is essential in creating industry standards for improved preservation, as well as energy-savings 
and sustainability in collection storage areas without HVAC systems, and 

WHEREAS, Image Permanence Institute’s proposal, dated November 30, 2018, will be submitted as part 
of the Morris County Park Commission’s application to the NEH Preservation Assistance Grant, and  

WHEREAS, funding is available from the Morris County Park Improvement Trust Fund Account 66-216-
55-Q04741-940 titled “Fosterfields Renovations” in the amount of $2,490.00 as matching funds toward the
anticipated $10,000.00 grant award from the NEH’ Preservation Assistance Grant, NOW THEREFORE

BE IT RESOLVED, by the Morris County Park Commission on the 8th day of January, 2019, as follows: 

1. The Morris County Park Commission authorizes the Assistant Director of Historic Sites to apply
for a Preservation Assistance Grant provided by the National Endowment for the Humanities.

2. That funds in the amount of $2,490.00 be encumbered for this project in Morris County Park
Improvement Trust Fund Account 66-216-55-Q04741-940 titled “Fosterfields Renovations” as a
match towards the anticipated grant.

3. That this Resolution be effective immediately.

January 8, 2019 MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 

Barbara Shepard 
President 

      , I, David D. Helmer, Executive Director of the Morris County Park 
Commission, do hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by the 
Morris County Park Commission at a meeting held on January 8, 2019, at the Park Commission offices, 
300 Mendham Road, Morris Township, New Jersey. 
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MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO. 06-19 

WHEREAS, the Morris County Park Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest 
to establish policies to guide the effective operation of its facilities and programs, NOW 
THEREFORE 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the Morris County Park Commission on this 28th day of January 2019  
that the appended policy titled “ Control of Smoking in Morris County Park Commission Parks, 
Facilities, Buildings, Properties, and Vehicles” originally adopted June 1, 2001 is adopted in the 
form attached, effective immediately on a prospective basis. 

January 8, 2019 MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 

Barbara Shepard 
President 

, I, David D. Helmer, Executive Director of the Morris County 
Park Commission, do hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of a resolution 
adopted by the Morris County Park Commission at a meeting held on January 8, 2019 at the  
Park Commission offices,  300 Mendham Road, Morristown, New Jersey. 
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MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 

Policy and Procedure 

Subject: 

Control of Smoking in Morris County Park 
Commission Parks, Facilities, Buildings, 

Properties, and Vehicles 

PP 1:4.16 

Effective                    Approval: 
Date:   6-1-01              Res. No. 110-01   
Revised              Approval: 
Date:   6-28-04            Res. No  124-04 
Revised              Approval: 
Date:   6-26-06            Res. No. 130-06 
Revised              Approval: 
Date:  01-08-19     Res.   No. 06-19 

Purpose: 

This policy was adopted to conform to all the provisions of New Jersey Chapter Law 64, Section 
2 of P.L. 2005, c.383(C.26:3D-56). 

The prohibition of smoking at public parks and beaches would better preserve and maintain the 
natural assets of this State by reducing litter and increasing fire safety in those areas, while 
lessening exposure to secondhand tobacco smoke and providing for a more pleasant park or beach 
experience for the public.  This policy applies to all park staff, contractors, vendors, and visitors 
to parks, facilities and properties under the Park Commission’s stewardship responsibility.   

Definition: 

“Public park or beach” means but is not limited to any park, forest, beach, arboreta, historic site, 
recreation facility, arena, reservation, marina, trail, greenway, education facility under the Park 
Commission’s stewardship responsibility. 

“Smoking” means the burning of, inhaling from, exhaling the smoke from, or the possession of a 
lighted cigar, cigarette, pipe or any other matter of substance which contains tobacco or any other 
matter that can be smoked, or the inhaling or exhaling of smoke or vapor from an electronic 
smoking device. 

“Electronic Smoking Device” means an electronic device that can be used to deliver nicotine or 
other substances to the person inhaling from the device, including, but not limited to, an electronic 
cigarette, cigar, cigarillo, or pipe. 

Areas of Prohibited Smoking: 

The Park Commission has designated all buildings on Park Commission property and Park 
Commission vehicles as areas where smoking is prohibited.  The Park Commission has further 
designated that all parks, facilities and properties under its stewardship responsibility are areas 
where smoking is prohibited except for Berkshire Valley, Flanders Valley, Pinch Brook, and 
Sunset Valley golf courses. 



Areas of Conditional Smoking: 

As per New Jersey Chapter Law 64, Section 2 of P.L. 2005, c.383(C.26:3D-56) smoking is only 
permissible at golf courses and not to exceed 15% of the total area of a beach.  Smoking on beaches 
must be designated by Park Commission resolution and the Commission has opted not to permit 
smoking on any beach area.    

The Park Commission has determined that; Berkshire Valley Golf Course, Flanders Valley Golf 
Course, Pinch Brook Golf Course, and Sunset Valley Golf Course are the only park facilities where 
smoking is to be permitted by the public.  Smoking is only permitted on turf play areas excluding 
designated practice areas, including driving ranges.   

Park Commission employees are not permitted to smoke on any park property. 

Public and Controlled Smoking: 

Any person not in compliance with posted smoking rules shall first be given verbal notification; if 
upon such notification the person fails to comply with the posted rules, the Supervisor of the area 
may deny services. 

Divisional Director Responsibility: 

SIGN POSTING – It is the responsibility of the Divisional Director in conjunction with the 
Manager of Building and Construction to insure that official “No Smoking Allowed” signs are 
posted in appropriate locations under the stewardship responsibility of the Park Commission.  
Other appropriate language may be used for signs within parks and special-use areas. 

EMPLOYEE NOTIFICATION – Each Divisional Director is responsible for posting and 
distributing the control of smoking policy to employees.  Thirty (30) days from the distribution 
date, the rules become Morris County Park Commission policy, enforceable by Supervisors in 
accordance with the established progressive disciplinary policy. 

Smoking is not permitted in employee housing facilities and an employee will lose the opportunity 
to live in Park Commission housing if they are not in compliance. 

Employees who violate the posted smoking rules may be subject to disciplinary procedures and/or 
other fines and penalties in accordance with provisions of the law, New Jersey Chapter Law 64, 
Section 2 of P.L. 2005, c.383(C.26:3D-56).



MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO. 07 -19 

WHEREAS, the Morris County Park Commission has determined that there is a need for video production 
services to market predetermined facilities as a non-fair and open contract pursuant to the provisions of 
N.J.S.A. 19:44A-20.4, et seq., and 

WHEREAS, the Manager of Marketing & Communications has solicited 3 proposals for Quote#121118 
titled “Video Production Services for the Morris County Park Commission” and the Deputy Executive 
Director has determined and certified in writing that the value of the project will exceed $17,500.00, and 

WHEREAS, Linett & Harrison, Inc. of Montville, New Jersey, has submitted a proposal to provide these 
services as specified in the Scope of Work for a fee of $20,500.00 and 

WHEREAS, Linett & Harrison, Inc., has completed and submitted a Business Entity Disclosure 
Certification which certifies that Linett & Harrison, Inc., has not made any reportable contributions to a 
candidate or political committee in the County of Morris in the previous one year, and that the contract will 
prohibit Linett & Harrison, Inc., from making any reportable contributions through the term of the contract, 
and 

WHEREAS, the Director of Finance and Treasurer have certified the availability of funds within the 2018 
Operating Budget – 60-203-80-ADM105-622 in accordance with N.J.A.C. 5:30-5.4, NOW THEREFORE 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the Morris County Park Commission on this 8th day of January 2019, as follows: 

1. That the professional services contract solicited through a non-fair and open process pursuant
to the provisions of N.J.S.A. 19:44A-20.4, et seq., and without formal competitive bidding,
pursuant to the provisions of N.J.S.A. 40A-11-1 et seq. are hereby awarded to Linett &
Harrison, Inc., of Montville, New Jersey, to provide this service for a fee of $20,500.00.

2. That all the terms and conditions of the Services Agreement between the Morris County Park
Commission and Linett & Harrison, Inc., be awarded for a period of 12 consecutive months
from execution of the contract.

3. That notice of this contract award to Linett & Harrison, Inc., of Montville, New Jersey be
published in the Daily Record and the Star Ledger within ten (10) days of adoption of this
Resolution.

4. That this Resolution take effect immediately.

January 8, 2019  MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 

____________________________________ 
Barbara Shepard 
President 

      , I, David D. Helmer, Executive Director of the Morris County Park 
Commission, do hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by the 
Morris County Park Commission at a workshop meeting held on January 8, 2019 at the Park Commission 
offices, 300 Mendham Road, Morristown, New Jersey. 
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MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO.   08-19 

WHEREAS, the Morris County Park Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest 
to maintain an adequately staffed Park Police Department for the protection of Park Commission 
facilities and to provide public safety, and 

WHEREAS, staffing vacancies existed for Park Police Officers, and the Chief of Park Police 
requested to fill these vacancies, and 

WHEREAS, Chief of Park Police DiPietro recommended to employ Class II Police Officers 
subject to all the appropriate pre-employment processing requirements, and 

WHEREAS, The Morris County Park Commission and the Chief of the Park Police recommend 
that Joseph Abrusci, subject to all employment requirements, be retained as a Class II Police 
Officer from December 1, 2018 through December 31, 2019, NOW THEREFORE 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the Morris County Park Commission on this 8th day of January that the 
employment of Joseph Abrusci as a Class II Police Officer is confirmed.  

January 8, 2019  MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 

____________________________________ 
Barbara Shepard 
President 

      , I, David D. Helmer, Executive Director of the Morris County Park 
Commission, do hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted 
by the Morris County Park Commission at a workshop meeting held on January 8, 2019 at the 
Park Commission offices, 300 Mendham Road, Morristown, New Jersey. 
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MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO.   09-19 

WHEREAS, the Morris County Park Commission deems it appropriate and in the public interest 
to maintain an adequately staffed Park Police Department for the protection of Park Commission 
facilities and to provide public safety, and 

WHEREAS, staffing vacancies existed for Park Police Officers, and the Chief of Park Police 
requested to fill these vacancies, and 

WHEREAS, Chief of Park Police DiPietro recommended to employ Class II Police Officers 
subject to all the appropriate pre-employment processing requirements, and 

WHEREAS, the Morris County Park Commission and the Chief of the Park Police recommend 
that Timothy Williamson, subject to all employment requirements, be retained as a Class II 
Police Officer from December 1, 2018 through December 31, 2019, NOW THEREFORE 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the Morris County Park Commission on this 8th day of January that the 
employment of Timothy Williamson as a Class II Police Officer is confirmed.  

January 8, 2019  MORRIS COUNTY PARK COMMISSION 

____________________________________ 
Barbara Shepard 
President 

      , I, David D. Helmer, Executive Director of the Morris County Park 
Commission, do hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted 
by the Morris County Park Commission at a workshop meeting held on January 8, 2019 at the 
Park Commission offices, 300 Mendham Road, Morristown, New Jersey. 
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